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looking for the ideal perfectly compatible canine companion for your family your search ends here from spaniels to sheepdogs the complete dog breed book is all you need to find the perfect pet for your family fully illustrated and featuring over 400 of the world's best loved breeds this comprehensive guide offers expert advice on keeping training and caring for your beloved dog the book's special q a selector charts help you make the right choice as per your lifestyle and convenience clear and practical instructions on care cover the essential aspects of looking after a dog including handling grooming nutrition health and exercise the visual training program features step by step photographic sequences explaining the specifics of basic obedience tried and tested notes on how to identify and prevent common behavioral problems provide a fascinating insight into the behavior of dogs and how we interact with them the complete dog breed book is a...
one stop manual to help you become the owner of a happy healthy and well behaved dog
originally published in 1933 this extremely rare early work on the kerry blue terrier is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition vintage dog books have republished it using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a highly respected breeder exhibitor and judge of kerry blue terriers this was the first comprehensive book of the breed to be written the book s eighty pages cover all aspects of the kerry blue terrier several of the nine detailed chapters have been contributed by other well known experts on the breed commencing with the origins and history of the breed it moves on to discuss buying breeding feeding and showing amongst many other topics there is an illustrated standard description of the correct appearance and scale of points and a number of excellent photos of famous dogs of the day this is a fascinating read for any kerry blue terrier enthusiast or historian of the breed and also contains much information that is still useful and practical today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork breed predispositions to disease in dogs and cats third edition provides a comprehensive exploration of current knowledge of breed predispositions based on rigorous examination of primary research it incorporates the latest research
new testing methods and newly discovered predispositions and diseases provides expanded information on genetics epidemiology and longevity includes key characteristics of diseases including pathogenesis genetics risks and common presentations indexes dogs and cats by breed with listings of common inherited and predisposed disorders organized by body system includes absolute and relative frequency occurrence data for conditions along with references to further information dogs have a direct line to the hearts of most animal lovers those doleful eyes that winning expression that wagging tail it s all too easy to fall under the spell of a canine charmer and to let cool reason fly out of the window when faced with a creature that pushes all your emotional buttons but in the familiar phrase let the buyer beware it s not good falling for a dog and then discovering a few weeks later that you hadn t bargained for the fact that it needs grooming for an hour every day or imagining that a leisurely walk to the end of the road and back will satisfy the exercise demands of a dog that can run for hours what prospective owners of a new dog really need is an honest and in depth portrait of the breed that highlights all its positive characteristics but which also points out potential shortcomings or behavioural aspects of the breed that may come into conflict with their own chosen lifestyle what dog is precisely that a guide to the hundred most popular breeds of dog that highlights their individual characters and which provides welcome advice on how well they fit into a home how much exercise they need how
much grooming how amenable they are to training etc etc each breed is beautifully illustrated both adult dogs and puppies being pictured while a colour bar chart provides at a glance visual reference about seven of the most important character traits not just another dog breeding book dire wolf project creating an extraordinary dog breed is a rare and unique glimpse into the minds that began creating the american alsatian dog over thirty years ago jennifer stoeckl the co founder of the dire wolf project shares intriguing stories refutes critical arguments from skeptics and fully explains the breed s most controversial breeding practices backed by scientific research the dire wolf project breaks the mold formed by the most rigid dog breeding minds in order to think outside the proverbial whelping box the dire wolf project is a much needed comprehensive solution to the most heartbreaking health issues experienced in purebred dogs today the project draws on age old breeding practices that have long been forgotten by today s standards while at the same time develops revolutionary new ideas that bring this unique companion dog into the limelight of today s most prestigious dog breeds enter the extraordinary world of the dire wolf project and learn how a new dog breed begins what it takes to sustain a diverse population over time and how to travel from purebred to strongbred on the road to healthy long lived dogs this heavily illustrated spiral bound directory describes every canine breed recognized by the akc it includes recently recognized breeds as well as succinct descriptions of each breed its origins...
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physical and temperamental traits its average life span all major health concerns and any special needs solving the mysteries of breed type is one of the leading titles in the kennel club pro tm series targeted at experienced and avid dog fanciers who demand the absolute best this book is the standard against which all other dog breeding books will be measured is a springer spaniel too high strung for an apartment is a golden retriever the best choice for a family with young children this easy to use a z guide profiles the behaviors of all breeds recognized by the akc as well as a cross section of mixed breeds the authors also discuss how to choose the right breeder how to select a puppy and prepare for its homecoming and more line art the popular fox terrier by the rev a j skinner a vintage dog books classic reprint this scarce early work on the fox terrier was first published in 1926 and is now extremely hard to find in its first edition vintage dog books have republished it using the original text and illustrations as part of their classic breed books series the author was founder of the borlase fox terrier kennels and contributed much of interest to fox terrier literature his terriers won many championship shows and were much sought after as breeding stock the book consists of one hundred and forty pages containing eleven detailed chapters the fox terrier as a hobby and as a pal standard and requirements principles of breeding mendels law pedigrees out crossing etc pertinacity in breeding preparing for show the working fox terrier as an earth dog feeding ailments management present day champions and their
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pedigrees trimming a wire fox terrier breeders exhibitors and judges etc the contents are well illustrated with line drawings and vintage black and white photographs of champions and their pedigrees the publishers have also retained several pages of original advertisements for fox terrier kennels etc this is a fascinating read for any fox terrier enthusiast or historian of the breed but also contains much information that is still practical and useful today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork written by an expert on dog breeds this spiral bound book offers a wealth of information and serves as a handy guide for prospective dog purchasers trainers and breeders attractive and easy to use charts summarize the ease of care for each breed includes descriptions of 16 newly recognized breeds bulldogs and all about them by f barrett fowler a vintage dog books classic reprint bulldogs was originally written by henry st john cooper in 1914 this new edition was revised updated and almost completely re written by f barrett fowler in 1925 any edition of this book on the bulldog is now both expensive and hard to find vintage dog books have republished the revised edition using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a well known and respected breeder who had much success with his show bulldogs he was also a prolific contributor to the dog
press of that era the book's two hundred and forty eight pages are divided into fourteen comprehensive chapters early history of the bulldog comparison of the dogs of twenty years back with those of today standard description of the bulldog how to breed choosing the best sort of brood bitch whelp protecting foster mothers and weaning the best class of kennel the bulldog instinct temper and intelligence house dog and guard dog study of pedigrees and how to choose a stud dog ailments and best food exhibiting rules of the show ring and judging early dog shows buying and selling leading bulldog societies sending dogs to shows and abroad regulations the english bulldog the french bulldog etc the thirty six page chapter on the french bulldog will prove of particular interest to some breeders the book is well illustrated with many text drawings and numerous vintage black and white photographs of famous bulldogs this is a fascinating read for any bulldog enthusiast or historian of the breed but also contains much information that is still useful and practical today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork the daschund a dog anthology gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents and reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from each of the following books and other
them written by renowned breed experts of their day all of the original photos and illustrations are also reproduced contains chapters from the illustrated book of the dog by vero shaw this rare and desirable work was first published in parts over the years 1879 1881 and thoroughly described every aspect of over sixty breeds of dogs vero shaw was a leading authority and editor of dog books and periodicals in the late nineteenth century but this particular comprehensive work stands as a final testimony to his immense knowledge of the subject each breed was discussed in detail their physical points temperaments and special abilities are given celebrated dogs are discussed and pictured and the history of the breed and pedigrees of famous champions are also provided this classic work strongly influenced the direction of dog breeding in its time and for decades after also the dog book by james watson first published in london 1906 in two volumes and limited numbers now a rare and much sought after work its full title is a popular history of the dog with practical information as to care and management of house kennel and exhibition dogs and descriptions of all the important breeds in ten parts the contents were well illustrated with numerous photographs of leading and famous dogs of that era james watson was a renowned authority on all dog breeds and his knowledge is imparted in great detail throughout this famous book also british dogs the various breeds the points selection special training management and show preparation by w d drury with contributions from numerous authorities originally published in 1930 and now this version is the first major reissue.
published in two volumes in 1888 but a new edition of 1903 encompassed both volumes. It discusses in great detail over sixty dog breeds with many photographs and other illustrations. The chapters are penned by experts on the particular breeds, and this book is now considered one of the finest reference works in the English language. Also, a history and description of the modern dogs sporting division of Great Britain and Ireland. The author of these three titles was Rawdon B. Lee. He was well-known as the editor of the Field and also author of the histories of the Fox Terrier, the Collie, and other important dog books. The three volumes were devoted to every breed of dog found in Great Britain and Ireland. Every aspect of their history, breeding, and management is discussed in great detail. A particular feature of these books were the numerous detailed full-page drawings by the famous dog artist Arthur Wardle, which are reproduced here in fine detail. A standard reference work now completely revised and updated and fully colour illustrated.

What do dogs mean in America? How do Americans make meaning through their dogs? The United States has long expressed its cultural unconscious through canine iconography. Through our dogs, we figure out what we're thinking and who we're representing by proxy. The things that we don't quite want to recognize in ourselves. Often it's a specific breed or type of dog that serves as an informal cultural mascot, embodying an era's needs, fears, desires, longings, aspirations, repressions, and hopeless contradictions. Combining cultural studies with personal narrative, this book creates a playful, speculative reading.
of American culture through its canine self representations looking at seven different breeds or types over the last seven decades readers will go on an intellectual dog walk through some of the mazes of American cultural mythology as the popularity of toy dog breeds continues to grow it is more important than ever to have clear and reliable information about how to care for these delicate and beloved pets this manual by Leslie Williams offers practical and detailed advice on everything from choosing the right breed to feeding grooming and training your dog whether you are a seasoned breeder or a new owner you will find this book an invaluable resource this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this comprehensive owner's guide dedicated to the Finnish Lapphund is the only publication available on this distinctive spitz breed developed as a reindeer herder the Finnish Lapphund today is a versatile companion show and working dog used in its native Finland for a variety of tasks including herding drafting
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hunting and guarding written by breeder and owner toni jackson finnish lapphund introduces the reader to the icy tundra of the breed s homeland where the lapphund has been used to hunt and guard reindeer herds the history chapter details the development of finland s herding dogs the finnish lapphund and the lapponian herder as well as the growing lapphund followings in england denmark holland australia and of course the united states for students of the finnish lapphund this volume is indispensable as it is for potential owners the chapter on characteristics offers thorough descriptions of the breed s physical attributes and temperament as well as health concerns all of vital interest to new and potential owners new owners will welcome the well prepared chapter on finding a reputable breeder and selecting a healthy sound puppy chapters on puppy proofing the home and yard purchasing the right supplies for the puppy as well as house training feeding and grooming are illustrated with photographs of handsome adults and puppies in all there are over 135 full color photographs in this useful and reliable volume the author s advice on obedience training will help the reader better mold and train into the most well mannered dog in the neighborhood the extensive and lavishly illustrated chapter on healthcare provides up to date detailed information on selecting a qualified veterinarian vaccinations preventing and dealing with parasites infectious diseases and more sidebars throughout the text offer helpful hints covering topics as diverse as historical dogs breeders or kennels toxic plants first aid crate training
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carsickness fussy eaters and parasite control fully indexed beautiful geri jo lockley was born into the grinding poverty of appalachian kentucky dreams hope and relentless ambition spurred her onward and she found her destiny in the mighty thoroughbred racehorses until tragedy shattered her life and she faced the final gamble in a once in a lifetime love all setters their histories rearing and training by freeman lloyd a vintage dog books classic reprint originally published in the early 1930s this extremely scarce work on setters is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition vintage dog books have republished it using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a much respected dog man of his time terhune says of him i know of no other expert who has lloyd's peculiarly complete equipment of blended education and genius along all canine lines with him dogs are an inspired life study although he penned several important dog books this is probably his best the book's one hundred and twenty seven pages contain detailed chapters on setters of yesterday and today the setter in art early llewellin setters in america english laverack setters in america a glance at the past scenting powers various paintings of setters training setters as gun dogs force training collars temperament rearing reminiscences irish setters the black and tan or gordon setter points of the gordon english and irish setter recent setter importations all chapters are lavishly illustrated with vintage photos of famous english and american setters and their use in dog art this is a fascinating read for any setter
enthusiast or historian of the breed and also contains much information that is still useful and practical today. A dog quite unrivalled by any other of the canine species Maxwell 1833. Many of the earliest dog breed books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. Vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high-quality modern editions using the original text and artwork. Keywords: dogs, Llewellin Setters, breed books, scarce, work books, series, yesterday and today. Inspired life, Terhune, Lloyds 1930s Freeman reprint, genius Lloyd cows, sheep, and goats. Oh my discover loads of interesting facts about 172 popular breeds of farm animals including their unique characteristics, history, breeding, personality, and more. Fun and fascinating, this engaging collective guide will turn both the young and old into farm animal enthusiasts. The Defiant Breed is the continued story of four unlikely heroes in an ancient Ireland that never was. Delve further into the mysteries of this ancient land as you follow the adventures of our heroes: an alliance between the humans and the last elf on earth. Each of them searching for something different: for the humans, Kyle and Vespa, it's a shaman powerful enough to undo the curse placed upon their friend Teddy; for the elf, Aiden, it's a way to escape this world and get back to his own people. Nothing is sacred or safe from them as they are forced to deal with many unexplainable bizarre events as well as break into monasteries and tombs to steal from the dead. Capture by Dunath's children and forced to deconstruct, they are dealing with an ancient irish land that never was.
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the one life form he finds lower than the humans the dwarf rory the defiant breed is the follow up to the dying breed the first book in the breed trilogy the first book of its kind in english this special rare breed edition serves as a comprehensive introduction to the spanish water dog written by spanish breed fancier cristina dsarnaud including a thorough history of the breed a discussion of the breed’s characteristics and unique personality plus the spanish breed standard illustrated with over 135 color photographs the book also provides helpful information on puppy selection housebreaking feeding coat care and grooming obedience training showing and more this revolutionary new dog training book takes a dog owner through the dog’s life with all of the how why when and where questions answered halliburton offers sensible advice that makes sense for specific kinds of dogs demonstrating that a pekinese is vastly different from a basset hound or a golden retriever different breeds train differently enjoy different games and basically have different personalities an epic fantasy that takes you on a spellbinding journey through an unrecognizable version of earth in this fast paced dystopian sci fi adventure the fate of humanity lies in the hands of evolution 2999 a d earth as it’s known is no more man and beast are now merged creating a new breed of species reptiles mammals birds amphibians four kingdoms five breeds one last chance at survival centuries in the future after humanity has evolved using the dna of different species siren is now one of the only cetacean human hybrids remaining after her...
ancestors fled earth when the rest of the breeds tried to kill off her kind after crash landing in the heart of enemy territory siren has to hide her true identity if she wants any chance of fulfilling her mission on earth her only ally an enemy aedan the young ruler of kingdom om torn between her love for aedan and loyalty to her breed she must keep her true genetic identity and her feelings a secret or face extinction if she is to save this world first she will have to survive it connecting the emergence and development of certain dog breeds to both scientific understandings of race and blood as well as britain’s posture in a global empire the invention of the modern dog demonstrates that studying dog breeding cultures allows historians to better understand the complex social relationships of late nineteenth century britain deciding what type of dog to get can be a minefield potential owners are bombarded with countless photos of cute puppies and extravagant claims by some breeders this book tells you what the others don’t it cuts through all the hype and arms you with expert insider’s knowledge of the 25 most popular breeds registered with the kennel clubs and one that isn’t it’s also beautifully illustrated with more than 60 superb professional photographs discover which breeds are likely to rack up the highest vet bills what health issues affect each breed which dogs are easier to train and housetrain and what questions to ask the breeder for your specific chosen breed which dog breed the insider’s guide also analyses the most popular crossbreeds and tells you what to look out for many new owners
have no idea if they are buying a first second or multi generation cross this book demystifies the whole topic of f numbers with hybrid dogs if you suffer from allergies you'll learn what breeds and crosses to consider and which ones are a complete no go this book is part of the acclaimed canine handbooks series and the breeds are profiled with insight and candour by specialist canine author linda whitwam you'll learn about the downsides of each one as well as the highlights this book will steer you away from unsuitable breeds and help you make a balanced decision on which breed or crossbreed would fit in best with you your family lifestyle time commitments and budget breeds crosses covered labrador retriever cocker spaniel german shepherd dog golden retriever pug english springer spaniel french bulldog bulldog beagle border terrier boxer miniature schnauzer shi tzu dachshund poodle chihuahua staffordshire bull terrier whippet yorkshire terrier west highland white terrier border collie doberman pinscher german shorthaired pointer jack russell terrier cockapoo labradoodle goldendoodle puggle schnoodle maltipoo reviews for which dog breed i was surprised by some of the information in the book hadn't realised the issues with some of these breeds and it certainly helped us narrow down which breeds to look at i thought it was worth the money to learn which ones we should avoid and i loved the photos recommended c mardon london uk really informative book with the pros and cons of every breed which helped us to decide which one suits our family s specific and
individual needs b garcia martinez uk very good for finding out about dogs or if you what to buy a dog for the first time allen j amey uk dog breed facts for fun will help you find out how much you know or don’t know about different breeds of dogs can you name which breed has two dogs with stars on the hollywood walk of fame which one is famous for their patience with children or which type of dog is able to detect illegal cell phones of inmates and bumblebee nests dogs are one of the most beloved pets in any typical household they’re loyal friendly and simply brilliant companions to have no matter if you’re a large extended family or a bachelor enjoying the single life dogs are not all created equal however as each one is of a distinctive breed and each breed comes with its own unique history abilities and challenges for example it would be a challenge to make a chihuahua a guard dog the book contains questions about many of the e through i dog breeds such as english springer spaniels fox terriers german shepherds golden retrievers great danes greyhounds and irish setters which are sure to entertain any dog lover from child to adult even better the quiz is enhanced by pictures of the dogs and the associated people and places this adds a new level of education for kids and adults as they learn subjects such as history and geography from simple dog breed facts dog breeds puppy maintenance choosing a dog health and first aid for your dog the mastiff a complete anthology of the dog gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents
reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from a comprehensive range of books many of them now rare and much sought after works all of them written by renowned breed experts of their day these books are treasure troves of information about the breed the physical points temperaments and special abilities are given celebrated dogs are discussed and pictured and the history of the breed and pedigrees of famous champions are also provided the contents were well illustrated with numerous photographs of leading and famous dogs of that era and these are all reproduced to the highest quality books used include my dog and i by h w huntington 1897 dogs of the world by arthur craven 1931 hutchinson s dog encyclopaedia by walter hutchinson 1935 and many others bulldogs and all about them by f barrett fowler a vintage dog books classic reprint bulldogs was originally written by henry st john cooper in 1914 this new edition was revised updated and almost completely rewritten by f barrett fowler in 1925 any edition of this book on the bulldog is now both expensive and hard to find vintage dog books have republished the revised edition using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a well known and respected breeder who had much success with his show bulldogs he was also a prolific contributor to the dog press of that era the book s two hundred and forty eight pages are divided into fourteen comprehensive chapters early history of the bulldog comparison of the dogs of twenty years back with those of
today standard description of the bulldog how to breed choosing the best sort of brood bitch whelp protecting foster mothers and weaning the best class of kennel the bulldog instinct temper and intelligence house dog and guard dog study of pedigrees and how to choose a stud dog ailments and best food exhibiting rules of the show ring and judging early dog shows buying and selling leading bulldog societies sending dogs to shows and abroad regulations the english bulldog the french bulldog etc the thirty six page chapter on the french bulldog will prove of particular interest to some breeders the book is well illustrated with many text drawings and numerous vintage black and white photographs of famous bulldogs this is a fascinating read for any bulldog enthusiast or historian of the breed but also contains much information that is still useful and practical today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork show off your last name and family heritage with this breed coat of arms and family crest shield notebook journal great birthday diary or family reunion gift for people who love ancestry genealogy and family trees from the large tailed karakul sheep to the floppy eared gloucestershire old spot pig north america is home to an extraordinary array of livestock comprehensive colorful and captivating storey's illustrated breed guide to sheep goats cattle and pigs featuring detailed information on caring for, breeding, and raising these animals
profiles of 163 livestock breeds whether you’re looking for a gentle domestic backyard animal or are hoping to introduce a rare heritage breed on your farm you’re sure to find an animal that’s perfect for your needs. If you’re planning to get a pug as a pet, you’ve chosen one of the best dog breeds. Pugs are fun to nurture and train, and the cost of their maintenance is relatively low. They’re one of the most adorable and loyal dog breeds as well. Taking care of pugs requires specific techniques and training methods that every pug owner should know. Although pugs are trainable and easy to nurture, problems can arise when these cute pets are mistreated. Issues also occur when pet owners are not well versed about their feeding habits, proper habitat, specific care, and appropriate vaccinations. This book is designed to provide a comprehensive guide to taking care of your pug. It will present specific pug training techniques that will help you keep your pug healthy and in good shape. Pug breeding strategies and tips are also presented to allow you to enjoy this unique and wonderful experience. Reproduction of the original: the black wolf’s breed by Harris Dickson.
The Complete Dog Breed Book 2015-01-01 looking for the ideal perfectly compatible canine companion for your family your search ends here from spaniels to sheepdogs the complete dog breed book is all you need to find the perfect pet for your family fully illustrated and featuring over 400 of the world’s best loved breeds this comprehensive guide offers expert advice on keeping training and caring for your beloved dog the book’s special Q&A selector charts help you make the right choice as per your lifestyle and convenience clear and practical instructions on care cover the essential aspects of looking after a dog including handling grooming nutrition health and exercise the visual training program features step by step photographic sequences explaining the specifics of basic obedience tried and tested notes on how to identify and prevent common behavioral problems provide a fascinating insight into the behavior of dogs and how we interact with them the complete dog breed book is a one stop manual to help you become the owner of a happy healthy and well behaved dog

The Dog Breed Handbook 2005-01 originally published in 1933 this extremely rare early work on the kerry blue terrier is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition vintage dog books have republished it using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a highly respected breeder exhibitor and judge of kerry blue terriers this was the first comprehensive book of the breed to be written the book’s eighty pages cover all aspects of the
kerry blue terrier several of the nine detailed chapters have been contributed by other well known experts on the breed commencing with the origins and history of the breed it moves on to discuss buying breeding feeding and showing amongst many other topics there is an illustrated standard description of the correct appearance and scale of points and a number of excellent photos of famous dogs of the day this is a fascinating read for any kerry blue terrier enthusiast or historian of the breed and also contains much information that is still useful and practical today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

The Modern Kerry Blue Terrier (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic) 2011-03-23 breed predispositions to disease in dogs and cats third edition provides a comprehensive exploration of current knowledge of breed predispositions based on rigorous examination of primary research incorporates the latest research new testing methods and newly discovered predispositions and diseases provides expanded information on genetics epidemiology and longevity includes key characteristics of diseases including pathogenesis genetics risks and common presentations indexes dogs and cats by breed with listings of common inherited and predisposed disorders organized by body system includes absolute and relative frequency occurrence data for conditions along with
references to further information

*Breed Predispositions to Disease in Dogs and Cats* 2018-01-17 dogs have a direct line to the hearts of most animal lovers those doleful eyes that winning expression that wagging tail it's all too easy to fall under the spell of a canine charmer and to let cool reason fly out of the window when faced with a creature that pushes all your emotional buttons but in the familiar phrase let the buyer beware it's not good falling for a dog and then discovering a few weeks later that you hadn't bargained for the fact that it needs grooming for an hour every day or imagining that a leisurely walk to the end of the road and back will satisfy the exercise demands of a dog that can run for hours what prospective owners of a new dog really need is an honest and in depth portrait of the breed that highlights all its positive characteristics but which also points out potential shortcomings or behavioural aspects of the breed that may come into conflict with their own chosen lifestyle what dog is precisely that a guide to the hundred most popular breeds of dog that highlights their individual characters and which provides welcome advice on how well they fit into a home how much exercise they need how much grooming how amenable they are to training etc etc each breed is beautifully illustrated both adult dogs and puppies being pictured while a colour bar chart provides at a glance visual reference about seven of the most important character traits

What Dog? 2006 not just another dog breeding book dire wolf project creating an extraordinary
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dog breed is a rare and unique glimpse into the minds that began creating the american alsatian dog over thirty years ago jennifer stoeckl the co founder of the dire wolf project shares intriguing stories refutes critical arguments from skeptics and fully explains the breed’s most controversial breeding practices backed by scientific research the dire wolf project breaks the mold formed by the most rigid dog breeding minds in order to think outside the proverbial whelping box the dire wolf project is a much needed comprehensive solution to the most heartbreaking health issues experienced in purebred dogs today the project draws on age old breeding practices that have long been forgotten by today’s standards while at the same time develops revolutionary new ideas that bring this unique companion dog into the limelight of today’s most prestigious dog breeds enter the extraordinary world of the dire wolf project and learn how a new dog breed begins what it takes to sustain a diverse population over time and how to travel from purebred to strongbred on the road to healthy long lived dogs

The Breed of Noble Bloods 1976 this heavily illustrated spiral bound directory describes every canine breed recognized by the akc it includes recently recognized breeds as well as succinct descriptions of each breed its origins its physical and temperamental traits its average life span all major health concerns and any special needs

Dire Wolf Project 2019-04 solving the mysteries of breed type is one of the leading titles in the
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kennel club pro tm series targeted at experienced and avid dog fanciers who demand the absolute best this book is the standard against which all other dog breeding books will be measured

The Dog Breed Bible 2007 is a springer spaniel too high strung for an apartment is a golden retriever the best choice for a family with young children this easy to use a z guide profiles the behaviors of all breeds recognized by the akc as well as a cross section of mixed breeds the authors also discuss how to choose the right breeder how to select a puppy and prepare for its homecoming and more line art

Solving the Mysteries of Breed Type 2008 the popular fox terrier by the rev a j skinner a vintage dog books classic reprint this scarce early work on the fox terrier was first published in 1926 and is now extremely hard to find in its first edition vintage dog books have republished it using the original text and illustrations as part of their classic breed books series the author was founder of the borlase fox terrier kennels and contributed much of interest to fox terrier literature his terriers won many championship shows and were much sought after as breeding stock the book consists of one hundred and forty pages containing eleven detailed chapters the fox terrier as a hobby and as a pal standard and requirements principles of breeding mendels law pedigrees out crossing etc pertinacity in breeding preparing for show the working fox terrier as an earth dog feeding ailments management present day champions and their pedigrees trimming a wire fox terrier
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breeders exhibitors and judges etc the contents are well illustrated with line drawings and vintage black and white photographs of champions and their pedigrees the publishers have also retained several pages of original advertisements for fox terrier kennels etc this is a fascinating read for any fox terrier enthusiast or historian of the breed but also contains much information that is still practical and useful today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

Choosing a Dog 1995 written by an expert on dog breeds this spiral bound book offers a wealth of information and serves as a handy guide for prospective dog purchasers trainers and breeders attractive and easy to use charts summarize the ease of care for each breed includes descriptions of 16 newly recognized breeds

The Popular Fox Terrier (Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic - Smooth Haired + Wire Fox Terrier) 2013-04-16 bulldogs and all about them by f barrett fowler a vintage dog books classic reprint bulldogs was originally written by henry st john cooper in 1914 this new edition was revised updated and almost completely re written by f barrett fowler in 1925 any edition of this book on the bulldog is now both expensive and hard to find vintage dog books have republished the
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revised edition using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a well known and respected breeder who had much success with his show bulldogs he was also a prolific contributor to the dog press of that era the book's two hundred and forty eight pages are divided into fourteen comprehensive chapters early history of the bulldog comparison of the dogs of twenty years back with those of today standard description of the bulldog how to breed choosing the best sort of brood bitch whelp protecting foster mothers and weaning the best class of kennel the bulldog instinct temper and intelligence house dog and guard dog study of pedigrees and how to choose a stud dog ailments and best food exhibiting rules of the show ring and judging early dog shows buying and selling leading bulldog societies sending dogs to shows and abroad regulations the english bulldog the french bulldog etc the thirty six page chapter on the french bulldog will prove of particular interest to some breeders the book is well illustrated with many text drawings and numerous vintage black and white photographs of famous bulldogs this is a fascinating read for any bulldog enthusiast or historian of the breed but also contains much information that is still useful and practical today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork
The Dog Breed Bible 2016-11 The Daschund A Dog Anthology gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents and reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from each of the following books all of them written by renowned breed experts of their day all of the original photos and illustrations are also reproduced contains chapters from the illustrated book of the dog by vero shaw this rare and desirable work was first published in parts over the years 1879 1881 and thoroughly described every aspect of over sixty breeds of dogs vero shaw was a leading authority and editor of dog books and periodicals in the late nineteenth century but this particular comprehensive work stands as a final testimony to his immense knowledge of the subject each breed was discussed in detail their physical points temperaments and special abilities are given celebrated dogs are discussed and pictured and the history of the breed and pedigrees of famous champions are also provided this classic work strongly influenced the direction of dog breeding in its time and for decades after also the dog book by james watson first published in London 1906 in two volumes and limited numbers now a rare and much sought after work its full title is A Popular History of the Dog with practical information as to care and management of house kennel and exhibition dogs and descriptions of all the important breeds in ten parts the contents were well illustrated with numerous photographs of leading and famous dogs of that era j a h wattson
was a renowned authority on all dog breeds and his knowledge is imparted in great detail throughout this famous book also british dogs the various breeds the points selection special training management and show preparation by w d drury with contributions from numerous authorities originally published in two volumes in 1888 but a new edition of 1903 encompassed both volumes it discusses in great detail over sixty dog breeds with many photographs and other illustrations the chapters are penned by experts on the particular breeds and this book is now considered one of the finest reference works in the english language also a history and description of the modern dogs sporting division of great britain and ireland the author of these three titles was rawdon b lee he was well known as the editor of the field and also author of the histories of the fox terrier the collie and other important dog books the three volumes were devoted to every breed of dog found in great britain and ireland every aspect of their history breeding and management is discussed in great detail a particular feature of these books were the numerous detailed full page drawings by the famous dog artist arthur wardle which are reproduced here in fine detail

Bulldogs and All About Them (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic - Bulldog / French Bulldog) 2013-04-16 a standard reference work now completely revised and updated and fully colour illustrated
The Daschund - A Dog Anthology (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic) 2011-03-24 what do dogs mean in america how do americans make meaning through their dogs the united states has long expressed its cultural unconscious through canine iconography through our dogs we figure out what we're thinking and who we are representing by proxy the things that we don't quite want to recognize in ourselves often it's a specific breed or type of dog that serves as an informal cultural mascot embodying an era's needs fears desires longings aspirations repressions and hopeless contradictions combining cultural studies with personal narrative this book creates a playful speculative reading of american culture through its canine self representations looking at seven different breeds or types over the last seven decades readers will go on an intellectual dog walk through some of the mazes of american cultural mythology

The Kennel Club's Illustrated Breed Standards 2003 as the popularity of toy dog breeds continues to grow it is more important than ever to have clear and reliable information about how to care for these delicate and beloved pets this manual by leslie williams offers practical and detailed advice on everything from choosing the right breed to feeding grooming and training your dog whether you are a seasoned breeder or a new owner you will find this book an invaluable resource this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
possibly other nations within the United States you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

**Dog of the Decade** 2021-11-05 this comprehensive owner's guide dedicated to the Finnish Lapphund is the only publication available on this distinctive Spitz breed developed as a reindeer herder the Finnish Lapphund today is a versatile companion show and working dog used in its native Finland for a variety of tasks including herding drafting hunting and guarding written by breeder and owner Toni Jackson Finnish Lapphund introduces the reader to the icy tundra of the breed's homeland where the Lapphund has been used to hunt and guard reindeer herds the history chapter details the development of Finland's herding dogs the Finnish Lapphund and the Lapponian herder as well as the growing Lapphund followings in England Denmark Holland Australia and of course the United States for students of the Finnish Lapphund this volume is indispensable as it is for potential owners the chapter on characteristics offers thorough descriptions of the breed's physical attributes and temperament as well as health concerns all of vital interest to new and potential owners new owners will welcome the well prepared chapter on finding a
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reputable breeder and selecting a healthy sound puppy chapters on puppy proofing the home and yard purchasing the right supplies for the puppy as well as house training feeding and grooming are illustrated with photographs of handsome adults and puppies in all there are over 135 full color photographs in this useful and reliable volume the author's advice on obedience training will help the reader better mold and train into the most well mannered dog in the neighborhood the extensive and lavishly illustrated chapter on healthcare provides up to date detailed information on selecting a qualified veterinarian vaccinations preventing and dealing with parasites infectious diseases and more sidebars throughout the text offer helpful hints covering topics as diverse as historical dogs breeders or kennels toxic plants first aid crate training carsickness fussy eaters and parasite control fully indexed

A Manual of Toy Dogs; how to Breed, Rear, and Feed Them 2023-07-18 beautiful geri jo lockley was born into the grinding poverty of appalachian kentucky dreams hope and relentless ambition spurred her onward and she found her destiny in the mighty thoroughbred racehorses until tragedy shattered her life and she faced the final gamble in a once in a lifetime love

Finnish Lapphund 2012-10-30 all setters their histories rearing and training by freeman lloyd a vintage dog books classic reprint originally published in the early 1930s this extremely scarce work on setters is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition vintage dog books now
republished it using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a much respected dog man of his time terhune says of him i know of no other expert who has lloyds s peculiarly complete equipment of blended education and genius along all canine lines with him dogs are an inspired life study although he penned several important dog books this is probably his best the book s one hundred and twenty seven pages contain detailed chapters on setters of yesterday and today the setter in art early llewellin setters in america english laverack setters in america a glance at the past scenting powers various paintings of setters training setters as gun dogs force training collars temperament rearing reminiscences irish setters the black and tan or gordon setter points of the gordon english and irish setter recent setter importations all chapters are lavishly illustrated with vintage photos of famous english and american setters and their use in dog art this is a fascinating read for any setter enthusiast or historian of the breed and also contains much information that is still useful and practical today a dog quite unrivalled by any other of the canine species maxwell 1833 many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork keywords dogs llewellin setters breed books scarce work books series yesterday and today inspired life terhune lloyds 1930s freeman reprint genius lloyd
The Practical Kennel Guide 1877 cows sheep and goats oh my discover loads of interesting facts about 172 popular breeds of farm animals including their unique characteristics history breeding personality and more fun and fascinating this engaging collective guide will turn both the young and old into farm animal enthusiasts

A Breed Apart 1988-11 the defiant breed is the continued story of four unlikely heroes in an ancient ireland that never was delve further into the mysteries of this ancient land as you follow the adventures of our heroes an alliance between the humans and the last elf on earth each of them searching for something different for the humans kyle and vespa it's a shaman powerful enough to undo the curse placed upon their friend teddy for the elf aiden it's a way to escape this world and get back to his own people nothing is sacred or safe from them as they are forced to deal with many unexplainable bizarre events as well as break into monasteries and tombs steal from the dead capture by dunath's children and for aiden a temporary pact with the one life form he finds lower than the humans the dwarf rory the defiant breed is the follow up to the dying breed the first book in the breed trilogy

All Setters: Their Histories, Rearing & Training (A Vintage Dog Books Breed Classic - Irish Setter / English Setter / Gordon Setter) 2013-04-16 the first book of its kind in english this special rare breed edition serves as a comprehensive introduction to the spanish water dog written by spanish
breed fancier cristina dsarnaud including a thorough history of the breed a discussion of the breed's characteristics and unique personality plus the spanish breed standard illustrated with over 135 color photographs the book also provides helpful information on puppy selection housebreaking feeding coat care and grooming obedience training showing and more

**Know Your Hobby Animals a Breed Encyclopedia** 2021-01-01 this revolutionary new dog training book takes a dog owner through the dog's life with all of the how why when and where questions answered halliburton offers sensible advice that makes sense for specific kinds of dogs demonstrating that a pekinese is vastly different from a basset hound or a golden retriever different breeds train differently enjoy different games and basically have different personalities

**The Defiant Breed** 2002-10 an epic fantasy that takes you on a spellbinding journey through an unrecognizable version of earth in this fast paced dystopian sci-fi adventure the fate of humanity lies in the hands of evolution 2999 a.d. earth as it's known is no more man and beast are now merged creating a new breed of species reptiles mammals birds amphibians four kingdoms five breeds one last chance at survival centuries in the future after humanity has evolved using the dna of different species siren is now one of the only cetacean human hybrids remaining after her ancestors fled earth when the rest of the breeds tried to kill off her kind after crash landing in the heart of enemy territory siren has to hide her true identity if she wants a chance at fulfilling
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her mission on earth her only ally an enemy aedan the young ruler of kingdom om torn between her love for aedan and loyalty to her breed she must keep her true genetic identity and her feelings a secret or face extinction if she is to save this world first she will have to survive it

Spanish Water Dog 2012-11-27 connecting the emergence and development of certain dog breeds to both scientific understandings of race and blood as well as britain's posture in a global empire the invention of the modern dog demonstrates that studying dog breeding cultures allows historians to better understand the complex social relationships of late nineteenth century britain

Raising Rover 1996 deciding what type of dog to get can be a minefield potential owners are bombarded with countless photos of cute puppies and extravagant claims by some breeders this book tells you what the others don't it cuts through all the hype and arms you with expert insider's knowledge of the 25 most popular breeds registered with the kennel clubs and one that isn't it's also beautifully illustrated with more than 60 superb professional photographs discover which breeds are likely to rack up the highest vet bills what health issues affect each breed which dogs are easier to train and housetrain and what questions to ask the breeder for your specific chosen breed which dog breed the insider's guide also analyses the most popular crossbreeds and tells you what to look out for many new owners have no idea if they are buying a first second or multi-generation cross this book demystifies the whole topic of f numbers with hybrid dogs if you suffer
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from allergies you'll learn what breeds and crosses to consider and which ones are a complete no go this book is part of the acclaimed canine handbooks series and the breeds are profiled with insight and candour by specialist canine author linda whitwam you'll learn about the downsides of each one as well as the highlights this book will steer you away from unsuitable breeds and help you make a balanced decision on which breed or crossbreed would fit in best with you your family lifestyle time commitments and budget breeds crossbreeds covered labrador retriever cocker spaniel german shepherd dog golden retriever pug english springer spaniel french bulldog bulldog beagle border terrier boxer miniature schnauzer shi tzu dachshund poodle chihuahua staffordshire bull terrier whippet yorkshire terrier west highland white terrier border collie doberman pinscher german shorthaired pointer jack russell terrier cockapoo labradoodle goldendoodle puggle schnoodle maltipoo reviews for which dog breed i was surprised by some of the information in the book hadn't realised the issues with some of these breeds and it certainly helped us narrow down which breeds to look at i thought it was worth the money to learn which ones we should avoid and i loved the photos recommended c mardon london uk really informative book with the pros cons of every breed which helped us to decide which one suits our family's specific and individual needs b garcia martinez uk very good for finding out about dogs or if you what to buy a dog for the first time allen j amey uk
Breed 2021-10-01 dog breed facts for fun will help you find out how much you know or don’t know about different breeds of dogs. Can you name which breed has two dogs with stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame? Which one is famous for their patience with children? Which type of dog is able to detect illegal cell phones of inmates and bumblebee nests? Dogs are one of the most beloved pets in any typical household. They are loyal, friendly, and simply brilliant companions to have no matter if you're a large extended family or a bachelor enjoying the single life. Dogs are not all created equal; however, as each one is of a distinctive breed, and each breed comes with its own unique history, abilities, and challenges. For example, it would be a challenge to make a Chihuahua a guard dog. The book contains questions about many of the e through i dog breeds, such as English Springer Spaniels, Fox Terriers, German Shepherds, Golden Retrievers, Great Danes, Greyhounds, and Irish Setters, which are sure to entertain any dog lover from child to adult. Even better, the quiz is enhanced by pictures of the dogs and the associated people and places. This adds a new level of education for kids and adults as they learn subjects such as history and geography from simple dog breed facts.

The Invention of the Modern Dog 2018-10-15 dog breeds, puppy maintenance, choosing a dog, health, and first aid for your dog.

The Relevance of Breed in Selecting a Companion Dog 2011-04-15 the breed guide complete.
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anthology of the dog gathers together all the best early writing on the breed from our library of scarce out of print antiquarian books and documents and reprints it in a quality modern edition this anthology includes chapters taken from a comprehensive range of books many of them now rare and much sought after works all of them written by renowned breed experts of their day these books are treasure troves of information about the breed the physical points temperaments and special abilities are given celebrated dogs are discussed and pictured and the history of the breed and pedigrees of famous champions are also provided the contents were well illustrated with numerous photographs of leading and famous dogs of that era and these are all reproduced to the highest quality books used include my dog and i by h w huntington 1897 dogs of the world by arthur craven 1931 hutchinson's dog encyclopaedia by walter hutchinson 1935 and many others

Which Dog Breed? 2015-02-14 bulldogs and all about them by f barrett fowler a vintage dog books classic reprint bulldogs was originally written by henry st john cooper in 1914 this new edition was revised updated and almost completely re written by f barrett fowler in 1925 any edition of this book on the bulldog is now both expensive and hard to find vintage dog books have republished the revised edition using the original text and photographs as part of their classic breed books series the author was a well known and respected breeder who had much success with his show bulldogs he was also a prolific contributor to the dog press of that era the book's two
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hundred and forty eight pages are divided into fourteen comprehensive chapters early history of the bulldog comparison of the dogs of twenty years back with those of today standard description of the bulldog how to breed choosing the best sort of brood bitch whelp protecting foster mothers and weaning the best class of kennel the bulldog instinct temper and intelligence house dog and guard dog study of pedigrees and how to choose a stud dog ailments and best food exhibiting rules of the show ring and judging early dog shows buying and selling leading bulldog societies sending dogs to shows and abroad regulations the english bulldog the french bulldog etc the thirty six page chapter on the french bulldog will prove of particular interest to some breeders the book is well illustrated with many text drawings and numerous vintage black and white photographs of famous bulldogs this is a fascinating read for any bulldog enthusiast or historian of the breed but also contains much information that is still useful and practical today many of the earliest dog breed books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive vintage dog books are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

Dog Breed Facts for Fun! Book E-I 2012-11-05 show off your last name and family heritage with this breed coat of arms and family crest shield notebook journal great birthday diary or family reunion gift for people who love ancestry genealogy and family trees
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Book of the Mixed Breed Dog 1998 from the large tailed karakul sheep to the floppy eared gloucestershire old spot pig north america is home to an extraordinary array of livestock comprehensive colorful and captivating storey's illustrated breed guide to sheep goats cattle and pigs features full color profiles of 163 livestock breeds whether you're looking for a gentle domestic backyard animal or are hoping to introduce a rare heritage breed on your farm you're sure to find an animal that's perfect for your needs

The Mastiff - A Complete Anthology of the Breed 2013-04-16 if you're planning to get a pug as a pet you've chosen one of the best dog breeds pugs are fun to nurture and train and the cost of their maintenance is relatively low they're one of the most adorable and loyal dog breeds as well taking care of pugs requires specific techniques and training methods that every pug owner should know although pugs are trainable and easy to nurture problems can arise when these cute pets are mistreated issues also occur when pet owners are not well versed about their feeding habits proper habitat specific care and appropriate vaccinations this book is designed to provide a comprehensive guide to taking care of your pug it will present specific pug training techniques that will help you keep your pug healthy and in good shape pug breeding strategies and tips are also presented to allow you to enjoy this unique and wonderful experience

The Evolution of Breeds 1923 reproduction of the original the black wolf's breed by harris dickson
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